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In Inner Guidance: Our Divine Birthright, author Anne Archer Butcher takes you on an incredible

journey of spiritual experience that may change your life. From a profound near-death experience to

miracles in everyday life, AnneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s stories show how you can transform your life with the

wisdom of your own powerful inner guidance. She introduces the unique spiritual tool kit of

Eckankar to conquer fears, resolve karmic ties, explore inner worlds, and tap into the inner wisdom

that is each personÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s birthright.Do you have a sense that your life has a greater purpose?

Have you wondered about the meaning of a dream? Or had inner nudges or feelings that later came

true? This book will connect with your experiences. You will discover compelling ways to explore

your inner life and get answers that satisfy your yearning for truth. Anne shares spellbinding stories

of being rescued by dolphins from a shark attack at sea, cast out of her body in a near-death

experience after a head-on collision, and prophetic dreams leading to key survival decisions for her

and others. This popular book, now in its third printing, shows that there is a divine plan and

presence always at work. It validates inner guidance for anyone of any background. This memoir

and inspirational self-help book spans thirty years of miraculous encounters with the Divine. It

follows the author from her early years as an inquisitive high-school teacher who discovers, along

with her students, an Ã¢â‚¬Å“inner libraryÃ¢â‚¬Â• of age-old wisdom. It continues through

marriage and motherhood to a dynamic life of service and, at every turn, engages the reader with

enlightening and entertaining stories, insights, and practical keys for better living. Intriguing chapter

titles include Ã¢â‚¬Å“Portal to an Inner Library,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬Å“You Will Have a Child Before You

Are Thirty: Inner Guidance and Prophecy,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬Å“Resolving Karmic Connections from the

Past,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬Å“Miracles I Can Do In A Minute,Ã¢â‚¬Â• and Ã¢â‚¬Å“Spiritual Healing of

Limited Beliefs.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Each chapter begins with an illuminating quote from the writings of Sri

Harold Klemp, the spiritual leader of Eckankar. They offer the opportunity for deeper contemplation

and your personal application of spiritual principles.Discover how you, too, can transform your life

through the wisdom of inner guidance.
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Ms Archer Butcher's spiritual insights will not be totally unique to well-read students. What IS

unique, is her storytelling ability. That's a great combination and makes this book a real pleasure.

It's also, I believe, an important document in that it's a woman's voice and a woman's spiritual

journey. Not that a man could not relate--not at all--but voices like Patti Simpson's, Jo Leonard's,

and Anne Archer Butcher's occupy too small a space on spiritual bookshelves. There's so much

more to life than what meets the eye, as well as the mind; Anne's collection of stories, at times

gripping, always heartfelt, will help lift the veil for the readerÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦even more, it will help

the reader find, heed, and partner with divine guidance.

This book is a thrill ride at times when the author is living on-the-edge in life threatening

circumstances. At other timesits just whimsical fun and you wonder what it will lead to. Some may

get distracted by the Eckankar message in this bookbut that would be missing the point.Anyone that

applies the practices laid out in this book can have these types of experiences in their daily life.

Anyone thatdesires to can live on-the-edge and benefit in the same way the author has. The

principals are a universal in nature andlimited only by the thoughts and feelings of the

experimenter.The author shows how she opened herself to a larger viewpoint, that is what is

required, let go of preconceived ideas andtake a chance. It's your life go for it.



This is a wonderful book, very well written, interesting and easy to read. Based on the author's

personal experiences it gives a very clear link, exploration and explanation on how there is a very

real loving presence and higher inner guidance that we can experience if we pay attention. It is

possible to have a real and loving communication and relationship with the Divine. Whatever one

may feel, think and experience It to be. Very liberating. I have used some of the spiritual exercises

the author offers in the book with good results. Particularly singing the HU, which I continue

practicing every day. I find it very uplifting, it helps me to center and keep balanced. I thank the

author from the bottom of my heart for sharing her experiences in this book. May it uplift you the

way it did me. For me it was a confirmation of the sacredness and unity of life, of the fact that it is

not total chaos. There is an overall purpose and meaning in life. We just need to find it for ourselves.

Happy reading!

Hard to put down, 'Inner Guidance Our Divine Birthright' is a gift to all seekers. Of the countless

books I have read on spirituality, 'Inner Guidance' stands well atop; a beacon of truth and guidance

specifically written for our needs and rights in these current times.Recently I read aloud the elephant

chapter to my daughter. Though somewhat familiar with the Eckankar teachings, she asked "do you

think that's really true?" I responded "absolutely! Not only is it true, I'm certain it's not even

embellished." Having heard Anne speak a number of times, knowing the level of ethics within the

teachings, I'm certain she would not deceive, she could not deceive.In paraphrasing, Jesus "these

things you too shall do, and greater." I feel this book is one of the finest examples addressing some

of the potential that HE was speaking of...miracles truly abound in our current times!Anne reveals

insights into some of the ancient mysterious workings, the magical ways of how the Holy Spirit is

constantly working with each and every one of us. Inner guidance ultimately leads us to Spiritual

Freedom... often a foreign concept... also part of `Our Divine Birthright'.

No matter how or what you believe or don't believe , in this book of Anne's experiences she shows

that there is something much more then what meets the eye. Not only amazing life stories of her

experiences told but great examples of those little nudges we get inside sometimes that we often

chose to ignore.. It's one of those books that could change the way one might chose to think..

Enjoy..

Inner Guidance, by Anne Archer Butcher. This is an excellent book for spiritually minded people!

This book answers many of the questions I've had since childhood about my inner and outer



experiences. I would love to have had this book a long time ago. It validated many of my own inner

and outer experiences that were somewhat similar in nature. Her beliefs are rather like mine. I

always felt someone was there, watching over me, helping me, giving me courage when I really

needed a friend. I've read the book twice. It was hard to put down the first I read it.

This is a very inspiring and uplifting book that encourages the readers to have their own inner and

outer experiences with spirit. The author makes these experiences sound easy to have and possible

for anyone who wants enough to have them.

A beautifully written book illustrating how we can all have inner guidance at every moment of

everyday. Easy to read and understand how often we have had inner guidance and not recognised

it, it shows the way how simple it all is if we stop and listen to the intuition that we have. Once you

have read this book you will want to re-read it and absorb the profound spirituality that it contains

and benefits of making one's life more joyous, happy and above all how we can connect to this

Divine Love that is ever flowing to have more love in our hearts that gives true meaning to our life.I

have given this book to friends and relatives who will never be same again. It has answered many

questions for them and has brought light and Sound into their lives. Truly a great book.
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